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THE
OVERLOOKED
BENEFITS
OF RADIANT
An efficient hydronic
system is more than just a
high-performance boiler.
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The more heat the distribution system can deliver per watt of
electrical power, the higher its distribution efficiency.

the net stack temperature was about 550° F.
Although this boiler kept the house comfortable for more than 30 years, its “aged”
seasonal efficiency was far below what would
be acceptable in 2018.
The new oil-fired boiler had a rated heating capacity about half that of its predecessor,
and a rated AFUE of 86%. But even that performance number appears lackluster in comparison with currently available modulating/
condensing boilers that have the potential to
achieve thermal efficiencies in the mid-90%
AFUE range when paired up with low temperature loads.
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D

uring the time I’ve been involved
in the North American hydronics
industry, there have been significant
improvements in the thermal efficiency of hydronic heat sources. The 1960s
vintage ranch house that I grew up in is a
good example.
When built, it was fitted with a baseboard
heating system supplied by an oil-fired steel
fire tube boiler. The boiler was equipped
with a tankless coil for domestic water heating. A Honeywell round thermostat controlled the entire 1,500-square-foot house as
a single zone.
When I eventually replaced that boiler,
the baffles inside the fire tubes were completely burned away. That’s part of the reason
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IS THIS AS GOOD AS IT GETS?
Using modern hardware and careful design, it’s possible to
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distribution system
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FIGURE 1

hydronic
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of 95% AFUE, or showing photos of their
“trophy” installation where 20 identical
circulators are neatly lined up along the
mechanical room wall. That approach
lands some jobs and lets others slip away.
At a time when many potential clients
respond to marketing based on assurances of “high efficiency,” the hydronics
industry, as a whole, seems lethargic at
exploiting the superior energy efficiency
of water-based heating and cooling distribution systems.
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Hydronic heating system efficiency includes the distribution system — not just the boiler making the hot water.
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While it’s true
that the thermal
efficiency of modern
boilers, when
properly applied,
can be very high, a
hydronic system is
more than a highperformance boiler.
Consider, for example, mini-split ductless heat pumps and their larger commercial cousins, VRF (variable refrigerant flow)
systems. These methods of moving thermal
energy though buildings using refrigerant
piping are two of the fastest-growing market segments in the HVAC industry, despite
the fact that their distribution efficiencies
are much lower than hydronic distribution
systems (see Figure 1).
Another example is water-to-air geothermal heat pumps, which are now the
darling of the North American HVAC
industry. This is partially due to Uncle
Sam’s recommitment (as of Feb. 8) to
reimburse homeowners $0.30 for every
dollar they spend installing these systems
through federal income tax credits.
The geothermal heat pump market
rests its case on higher coefficients of performance (COP) ratings relative to those
of much less expensive air source heat
pumps. But what about the distribution
efficiency of a water-to-air geothermal heat
pump system?

The geothermal heat pump market rests its case on higher coefﬁcients of
performance (COP) ratings relative to those of much less expensive air source
heat pumps. But what about the distribution efﬁciency of a water-to-air
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geothermal heat pump system?
The published operating data from one manufacture lists the power input to a
nominal 1 horsepower ECM blower, in a nominal 4 ton water to air heat pump as
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over the life of the system remains undiscussed and unrealized.

THIS NEEDS TO CHANGE
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The concept of high distribution efficiency should be a starting point (rather than an afterthought) when discussing the
potential advantages of a modern hydronic system.
Our industry needs to get this message to trade allies such as
architects and engineers involved with low-energy or net-zero
buildings, energy auditors, professionals involved in thermally
based renewable energy heat sources, and regulators who determine which HVAC technologies are incentivized through government subsidies. Hydronic systems stand ready to help state
governments achieve what in some cases are very “ambitious”
renewable energy implementation targets.
At a time when energy efficiency enjoys support from a
wide spectrum of individuals, the hydronics industry shouldn’t
be leaving its best cards on the table. There are lots of decision
makers with eager minds who have never heard about distribution efficiency. Some of them would embrace the concept
based on real attainable comparisons. It’s time we tell them
what’s possible. RHR

The hydronics industry can do more to spread the word about the benefits and
efficiency of this technology.
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FOR THE LATEST RADIANT
AND HYDRONIC NEWS,
VISIT WWW.PMMAG.COM/
RADIANT-AND-HYDRONICS.
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